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Strategy on performance improvement of
inverse Brayton cycle system for energy
recovery in turbocharged diesel engines

Dengting Zhu, Yun Lin and Xinqian Zheng

Abstract

The inverse Brayton cycle is a potential technology for waste heat energy recovery. It consists of three components: one

turbine, one heat exchanger, and one compressor. The exhaust gas is further expanded to subatmospheric pressure in

the turbine, and then cooled in the heat exchanger, last compressed in the compressor into the atmosphere. The process

above is the reverse of the pressurized Brayton cycle. This work has presented the strategy on performance improve-

ment of the inverse Brayton cycle system for energy recovery in turbocharged diesel engines, which has pointed the way

to the future development of the inverse Brayton cycle system. In the paper, an experiment was presented to validate the

numerical model of a 2.0 l turbocharged diesel engine. Meanwhile, the influence laws of the inverse Brayton cycle system

critical parameters, including turbocharger speed and efficiencies, and heat exchanger efficiency, on the system perform-

ance improvement for energy recovery are explored at various engine operations. The results have shown that the

engine exhaust energy recovery efficiency increases with the engine speed up, and it has a maximum increment of 6.1% at

the engine speed of 4000 r/min (the engine rated power point) and the full load. At the moment, the absolute pressure

was before final compression is 51.9 kPa. For the inverse Brayton cycle system development in the future, it is essential to

choose a more effective heat exchanger. Moreover, variable geometry turbines are very appropriate to achieve a proper

matching between the turbocharging system and the inverse Brayton cycle system.
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Introduction

Internal combustion engines (ICEs) are widely used
and play a significant role in the industry. With energy
shortages and environmental problems being of more
and more concern, energy conservation and emission
reduction are very important and urgent.1,2 The sci-
entific and public awareness of the environment and
energy issues has generated great interests in the
research of advanced technologies, especially in effi-
cient ICEs.3,4 From an energy balance perspective,
approximately 30–45% of the fuel burned in such
vehicles is released into the atmosphere as exhaust.5

Therefore, recovery of a significant portion of this
wasted energy would be highly advantageous by
many potential technologies which mainly include
thermoelectric generators (TEGs), organic Rankine
cycle (ORC), turbocharging technology, and inverse
Brayton cycle (IBC).6

TEGs allow lost thermal energy to be recovered,
energy to be produced in extreme environments,

electric power to be generated.7 Compared to the
traditional power generation systems, TEGs have
their characteristics such as simple structure, high reli-
ability, operate without any noise or vibration, and
waste generation.8,9 Kim and Kim10 used steady-state
engine experiments to study energy recovery. The
results suggested that the contribution of the TEG
system to energy increased from 1.54 to 1.68%.
Jaworski et al.11 made an experimental setup for
TEGs and proved that phase change materials could
be effectively used as both the heat sink and heat
source. However, low generation power and large
thickness restrict their usages. Another challenge is
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larger radiators and expansion pipes to exhaust mani-
folds. The size and weight of an automotive car radi-
ator could be reduced without affecting its heat
transfer performance by using nanofluid.12,13

ORC is commonly accepted as a viable technology
to convert low to medium exergy heat sources into
electricity.14,15 The working fluid and expander selec-
tion strongly influence efficiency. Chen et al.16 had an
experimental study under 35 different working condi-
tions. It could be pointed out that for other operating
conditions and different working fluids, the best work-
ing fluid with the maximum efficiency cycle might not
be the same. Dolz et al.17 experimentally investigated
different bottoming Rankine cycles with water–steam
and ORC configurations, and analyzed additional
innovative setups in a heavy-duty diesel engine to fit
this engine with ORCs. However, the implementation
of a cost-effective ORC deployment is proved to be
hindered by several key factors, including the disjoint-
ing between the parameters considered in the simula-
tion study and the parameters proved by the
experiment, the use of low level ORC practices in
advanced applications, and the challenge of integrat-
ing multiple heat recovery sources.18,19

Turbocharging technology is a well-accepted way
to enhance the intake density by utilizing the waste
gas energy.20 Nowadays, it is applied to almost all
diesel engines, and it makes possible for spark igni-
tion (SI) engines downsizing through reducing pump
work. Variable geometry turbines (VGTs) and two-
stage turbochargers are the two mature technolo-
gies.21,22 VGTs can offer enough exhaust pressure
to drive exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and allow
air charge flow into the combustor properly by chan-
ging the throat area of the turbine.23 A turbocharged
engine with VGT has a small movable blade to guide
the incoming exhaust air through the turbine blades.
In different speed ranges, the angle of the blade will
change to optimize exhaust gas flow for EGR.24

Meanwhile, the two-stage turbocharging can pro-
vide high intake manifold pressure and improve
transient behavior, because a smaller turbocharger
is selected as a high pressure turbocharger, and two
turbochargers can work together at low loads.25

Compared with the single-stage turbocharging, the
two-stage turbocharging provides flexibility to meet
engine requirements at both low and high speeds
because of load split. Usually, the exhaust gas
emitted into the atmosphere in turbocharged engines
also has much energy, especially at the high-speed
range. The IBC system is acceptable for higher
energy recovery rates.

IBC is considered as a potential exhaust-gas heat-
recovery technology.26 Wilson27 proposed and explained
the IBC which consisted of inversed entirely processes
compared with the traditional Brayton cycle (BC).27

A schematic diagram of a single-stage IBC system is
presented in Figure 1. It can be seen that the IBC
system mainly consists of three components: a turbine,

a heat exchanger, and a compressor. The primary pro-
cesses of the IBC system are performed as below.28,29

First, the exhaust gas is further expanded in the
IBC turbine to below environmental pressure. On
the one hand, the power of the turbine is partially
utilized for compression work in the compressor,
and on the other hand, if the turbine has the mechan-
ical energy left over, it can be exported by a shaft.
Then, the heat exchanger cools the exhaust gas from
the turbine, which is beneficial to reduce the energy
consumption of the compressor. Finally, the exhaust
gas is boosted to the environmental pressure by the
compressor.

Zhang et al.30 established a thermodynamic model
for open combined BC and IBC considering the pres-
sure drops of the working fluid along the flow pro-
cesses, and the power output had a maximum
concerning the compressor inlet pressure of the
bottom cycle. The regenerated BC and IBC were
reformed by partially passing the air stream entering
the regenerator. The results presented that, from the
point of view, a more favorable output power could
be produced by adjusting the mass flow ratio of the
bypass, and the thermal efficiency was reasonable.31

Moreover, Giannetti et al.32 proposed cascade
refrigeration system at the cold end. The system con-
figuration showed that the coefficient of performance
was 50% higher than that of the corresponding simple
BC at the refrigeration temperature of �50 �C.
The IBC is a little-studied approach when applied to
automotive power plants. A one-dimensional model
of a small SI engine is verified, which is used as a
baseline model for improving IBC performance.33,34

The intake condition of IBC is different when the
engine speed is limited.35

The IBC system is a potential and effective way to
improve the recovery rate of exhaust energy. This
work has pointed the strategy on performance
improvement of the IBC system for energy recovery,
which is very significant for the IBC system future
development, and is not available in the public

Figure 1. A schematic of single-stage IBC system.

IBC: inverse Brayton cycle.
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literature. Three parts consist in the paper. First, a
turbocharged diesel engine experiment is performed,
and the numerical models are established and validated.
Second, the IBC system main parameters influence laws
on engine performances are investigated. Finally, the
strategy of improving system energy recovery rate is
explored.

Experiment and simulation methods

In this study, an inline four-cylinder direct injection
diesel engine equipped with a turbocharger is adopted
on the dynamometer test bench. Details of the engine
specifications are given in Table 1. AGW300 eddy
current dynamometer with an accuracy of �0.4% is
used for engine speed and load management. An
FC2212L type fuel consumption measuring instru-
ment, with a precision of 0.12% of the recorded
value, is applied to estimate the fuel consumption of
the engine, and its measuring range is 0–75 kg/h. The
intercooler component is FC2490, and the coolant has
constant temperature regulated by an FC2422T con-
trol device (accuracy:� 2 �C). The engine intake gas is
collected by a 20N080 air flow meter whose measuring
range is 0–800 kg/h, and the precision is �1%.
Moreover, the intake gas conditions are controlled

by an air conditioning unit TOCEILZYAY-02 with
the temperature and humidity adjusting accuracies of
�0.5 �C and 3%, respectively. The data acquisition
system is an FC2022 instrument with the channel
for collection of 2�16. In the experiment, the measur-
ing and controlling device is FC2010, and the testing
software is FC2005.

Based on the experiment, the numerical engine
model is established with GT-POWER v7.3.0 soft-
ware, which is frequently used in engine cycle simula-
tions.36 The pipes are modeled according to the
experimental pipes shape and length, and the friction
and heat transfer multipliers are within a reasonable
range in reference to experimental pipes materials. In
the combustor, the heat transfer model chooses the
Woschni Formula. The experimental engine operating
conditions are presented in Table 2, and these condi-
tions were entirely adopted in the numerical models.

The study has compared the experimental and
simulation results for the model validation. The max-
imum errors of the engine critical parameters (engine
output torque, power, and brake-specific fuel con-
sumption) between the simulated and experimental
results are presented in Table 3. It can be seen that
all the maximum errors are within 2.0%. There is only
a low deviation between the experiment and emula-
tion results. Therefore, for this research, the devi-
ations are considered to be acceptable.

The four-cylinder diesel engine with an IBC system
is presented in Figure 2(a). It can be seen that the IBC
system is installed after the original turbine in the dir-
ection of exhaust gas flow. The engine exhaust gas

Table 2. Experimental engine operating conditions.

Speed

(r/min)

Power

(kW)

Intake mass

flow (kg/h)

Pre-intercooling

pressure (kPa)

Fuel mass

(kg/h)

4000 108.1 494 236.5 24.74

3600 107.3 455 234.5 23.32

3000 98.2 403 236.5 19.58

2600 87.0 352 237.5 16.71

2000 60.5 232 228.2 11.50

1600 48.1 161 194.2 9.91

1000 17.0 61 113.7 3.75

Table 1. Test engine specifications.

Items Value and unit

Engine type Inline 4-cylinder DI diesel

Number of valves per cylinder 4 (2 inlet/2 exhaust)

Bore 83 mm

Stroke 92 mm

Displacement 1991 cm3

Compression ratio 17.5:1

Cooling system Water cooled

Air intake system Intercooled turbocharger

Rated power 110 kW (4000 r/min)

Maximum torque 310 N m (2000 r/min)

DI: direct injection.

Table 3. Maximum error between the simulated

and experimental results.

Parameters

Maximum

error (%)

Torque 1.96

Power 1.89

BSFC 1.98

BSFC: brake-specific fuel consumption.
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through the original turbine also has much energy,
and some exhaust gas will directly go into the IBC
system through the wastegate beyond the maximum
torque point. As a consequence, the IBC system can
further enhance the energy utilization. The GT-
POWER model of the experimental turbocharged
diesel engine with an IBC system is established as
shown in Figure 2(b). Notably, the original turbo-
charged engine model remains unchanged, and the
IBC turbine and compressor maps which are obtained
from turbocharger experiments are shown in Figure 3.

Critical parameters influence laws

For the IBC system, the vital parameters including the
compressor pressure ratio and efficiency, the turbine
expansion ratio and efficiency, and the heat exchanger
efficiency are essential. In this section, the engine cycle

simulations are investigated to determine the influence
laws of the crucial parameters on engine performances.

Turbocharger speed

In the IBC system, the turbine and the compressor
have the same rotating speed by a shaft connection.
The compressor pressure ratio and the turbine expan-
sion ratio depend on the rotating speed. In the model
of Figure 2(b), only the turbocharger speed is chan-
ged, and the power improvement of the IBC system
which is defined as equation (1) is contained in
Figure 4

Power improvement ¼
Wt �Wcð Þ�m

We
� 100% ð1Þ

Figure 2. A four-cylinder diesel engine with an IBC system: (a) the schematic diagram and (b) the simulation model. IBC: inverse

Brayton cycle.
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Figure 3. Turbocharger maps of the IBC system: (a) turbine map and (b) compressor map.
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where We is the engine power, Wt is the turbine
output power, Wc is the compressor compression
power, �m is the shaft mechanical efficiency and
assumed 95% in the models. The power improvement
can evaluate the capability of the waste gas energy
recovery using the IBC system.

In the paper, the relative engine speed (RES) is
dimensionless to the maximum engine speed at the
full load (4000 r/min) as shown in equation (2) for a
more concise expression

RES ¼
Engine speed

4000 r=min
� 100% ð2Þ

In Figure 4, at engine full load operation, it can be
seen that the power performance is better at the
medium turbocharger speed and the maximum

power improvement is 6.1% at 100% RES. At the
moment, the absolute pressure before final compression
is 51.9 kPa, and the compression ratio of the IBC com-
pressor is 1.95. A higher power improvement means a
bigger difference between the output power of the tur-
bine and the compression power of the compressor. At
the low range of engine speed, the exhaust energy is
insufficient, and therefore the power improvement of
the IBC system is lower. It is because that most of the
exhaust gas energy is used to boost intake gas, and the
compressor and turbine efficiencies are lower under the
low mass flow rate at the low range of engine speed.
The power improvement is going up with increasing
engine speed. Beyond the maximum torque point
(RES¼ 50%), the wastegate of the original turbochar-
ger is gradually open, and the mass flow rate rises.
Moreover, the IBC system has an optimal turbocharger
speed which influences the expansion and compression
work. Figure 5(a) and (b) illustrates the IBC compres-
sor pressure ratio and the turbine expansion ratio at
different turbocharger speeds. Both the compressor
pressure ratio and the turbine expansion ratio increase
with the turbocharger speed rising because both powers
of the compressor and the turbine are increasing.
Meanwhile, a rising engine speed brings a decreasing
compressor pressure ratio and an increasing turbine
expansion ratio. The turbine inlet and outlet pressures
increase with the engine speed up, which is shown in
Figure 6. Taking the models at the low and medium
speeds as an example, the efficiency differences are as
shown in Figure 7. Compared with the model at low
turbocharger speed, the model at the medium speed has
higher turbine and compressor efficiencies.

Compressor efficiency

For the IBC system, the compressor efficiency is a
very critical parameter on the system performances.
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In this part, all models operate at the same turbochar-
ger speed, and only the compressor efficiency is chan-
ged. Figure 8 shows different compressor efficiencies.
By multiplying the compressor efficiency data with a
factor (�c/�c0) and retaining the mass flow rate and
pressure ratio unchanged, three compressor maps
with different efficiencies can be obtained. It can be
seen that increasing efficiency will bring profits to the
system power improvement. They have the same trend
versus the engine speed, and the difference value is
approximately 0.9% between the two models (�c/
�c0¼ 0.95 and 1.05) at the rated power point. In the
compressor maps, the efficiency difference is about
6.4%, and at low efficiency, the compression power
is more when other conditions remain unchanged
(Figure 9). It is concluded that 1.0% decline of the
compressor efficiency will give an approximately 0.1%
loss in the power improvement and a 1.4% increase in
the compression power, simultaneously.

Turbine efficiency

Similarly, higher turbine efficiency is always wanted
for better engine performances. Keeping all models
working at the same turbocharger speed and only
altering the turbine efficiency, Figure 10 illustrates
the power improvement of the IBC system at different
turbine efficiencies. By multiplying the whole effi-
ciency data in the turbine map with a factor (�t/�t0)
and keeping mass flow rate and expansion ratio
unchanged, three turbine maps with different efficien-
cies can be obtained. Conversely, the model with
higher efficiency has a better performance at the high
range of engine speed. A 1.0% increase in the turbine
efficiency will give about 0.2% profit on the improve-
ment of energy recovery in Figure 11, because the effi-
ciency is higher, the turbine output power is more
under the same conditions. The output power increases
with the engine speed because the exhaust gas has
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higher pressure and temperature. When the turbine effi-
ciency rises by 1.0%, the output power will take an
improvement of approximately 1.5%.

Heat exchanger efficiency

The heat exchanger is a crucial component, and its
efficiency is a critical parameter in the IBC system.
By multiplying the cooling efficiency with a factor
("/"0) in the heat exchanger model and other condi-
tions remaining same, the power improvement of the
IBC system at different heat exchanger efficiencies is
shown in Figure 12. The exhaust gas through the tur-
bine still has a high temperature. Therefore, it can be
cooled by the heat exchanger, resulting in less com-
pression work in the following compressor. At the
whole range of engine speed, the effect laws are similar
under different cooling efficiency. In the results, the
model ("/"0¼0.95) has a lower efficiency of 8.5% in
comparison with the model ("/"0¼1.05), and therefore
the results indicate that the system power

improvement will increase by 0.2% if a 1.0% increas-
ing of cooling efficiency is obtained. Meanwhile, the
precompression pressure of the IBC system at differ-
ent heat exchanger efficiencies is shown in Figure 13.
With the heat exchanger efficiency increasing, the pre-
compression pressure will decrease, which means that
a higher heat exchanger efficiency will increase the
turbine expansion ratio and the compressor pressure
ratio and a more power improvement will be
achieved.

Strategy on improving system revenue

Components’ efficiencies

In the sections above, it is clearly demonstrated that
components’ efficiencies are beneficial when more
system power revenues are hoped. At different IBC
compressor efficiency factors, the compressor effi-
ciency versus the engine speed at full load is shown
in Figure 14. It has been already known that the IBC
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power improvement difference is approximately 0.9%
between the two models (�c/�c0¼0.95 and 1.05) at the
rated power point in Figure 8. Figure 14 shows they
have a compressor difference of 6.4%. Therefore,
the effect of compressor efficiency on the IBC power
improvement is small. Moreover, it is very tough to
improve turbocharger efficiency. Chen37 concluded
that the compressor efficiency of Rolls-Royce
increased by only 10% in about 40 years, and the
increasing value was 0.6% in recent 10 years. Not
only that, there is usually a trade-off for compressors
between a higher efficiency and a wider range of mass
flow rate. The ICEs usually work at variable oper-
ations, and therefore the system mass flow rate
varies widely, which makes it challenging to enhance
the turbocharger efficiency.38 The above also applies
to the turbine. The multi-objective optimization of the
geometry parameters of the turbine presented that
there was a contradiction between turbine efficiency
and speed. Pan and Wang39 used the turbine internal
efficiency model to replace the constant entropy effi-
ciency and optimized the wheel diameter ratio, speed
ratio, and reaction degree. They found that the inter-
nal turbine efficiency depended on the expansion ratio
of the rotor and decreased with the increase of the
rotor expansion ratio. In consequence, when more
turbocharger performances are taken into consider-
ation in the design, enhancing the efficiency is extra-
ordinarily hard.

For the IBC system, heat exchanger represents a sig-
nificant share of the total module cost. Their optimiza-
tion should, therefore, be carefully performed.
It contributes to the reduction in power consumption,
as does the use of a variable speed compressor.40

Fundamental characteristic regarding heat transfers is
the efficiency, and each heat exchanger in the cycle is
sized according to this parameter.16 Hence, the effect of
the geometry on the dynamic response of the system is
an important aspect and is the main focus.41 The air-
cooler and intercooler of coolant liquid usually have
different cooling capacities, and the efficiency values
are 60–75 and 80–95%, respectively. As a result, the
optimum circuit length is much bigger for the gas
cooler than intercooler.42 Summarily, it is very import-
ant to choose a more effective heat exchanger for the
improvement of energy recovery.

System matching

When enhancing components’ efficiencies is very
difficult, the better matching between the compo-
nents and systems should be pursued. The IBC
system has varied inlet conditions with the oper-
ations of the engine and the actual components’ effi-
ciencies will be changed. The system matching
means making the exhaust energy better distributed
between the turbocharging turbine and the IBC
system turbine, which is mainly dependent on the
throat areas of the two turbines.
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By multiplying the turbine mass multiplier in the
turbine model and keeping other conditions same,
the power improvement of the IBC system and
the engine torque difference at different turbine mass
multipliers are shown in Figures 15 and 16, respect-
ively. It can be seen that the turbine mass multiplier
has excellent effects on system performances. At the
low range of engine speed, the boost pressure is insuf-
ficient, and the engine maximum torque is always
hoped, and therefore the turbine of the IBC system
should have a large throat area, resulting in more
energy for the turbocharging turbine. The engine
torque difference maximizes to 5.7% as shown in
Figure 16. Conversely, beyond the maximum torque
point, the wastegate of the turbocharging turbine is
gradually open, and the boost energy is enough.
Hence, the IBC turbine with a smaller throat area
can be allocated to more exhaust energy. Naturally,
it has more power improvement, and the maximum
value is 3.4% larger at the rated power point. The
matching is very significant, and according to different
engine operations, the IBC turbine should have differ-
ent throat areas. Therefore, VGTs are very acceptable
in IBC systems for better matching.

Conclusions and remarks

The IBC has great potential for waste heat energy
recovery. To exploit its potential, this study investigates
the influences of the system critical parameters on
engine power performances under varied engine oper-
ations and points its development direction to gain
more improvements for the engine exhaust energy
recovery. The conclusions are drawn as follows:

1. The IBC system has different power improvements
with varying engine operations. The power
improvements are gained with the increasing
engine speed and it maximizes to 6.1% at the
rated power point.

2. The paper sets the influence laws of the turbine
and compressor efficiencies in the IBC system.
Their increasing of 1.0% will bring the power
improvements of approximately 0.2 and 0.1%,
respectively. For the energy recovery, enhancing
turbocharger efficiencies has low profits and mean-
while, it is very challenging.

3. In the IBC system, higher heat exchanger effi-
ciency means lower compression work. The effi-
ciencies have a considerable difference of
approximately 20% between different air-coolers
and intercoolers, which will give an energy recov-
ery rate gain of about 3.0%. It is essential to
choose a more effective heat exchanger for the
improvement of energy recovery.

4. The matching between the IBC system and the
turbocharged engine system is very critical. At
the low range of engine speed, the turbine of the
IBC should have a large throat area to provide

enough boost pressure, and the throat area
should taper off with the engine speed increasing
to achieve more energy recovery. In the future,
VGTs are very appropriate for the IBC system.

The IBC system is an effective technology for exhaust
energy recovery in ICEs. This work can present the
strategy on performance improvement of the IBC
system for energy recovery in turbocharged diesel
engines. The matching between the systems will be
considered and further studied to achieve more signifi-
cant improvements for energy recovery.
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Appendix

Notation

Subscripts

c compressor
t turbine
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